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European Rapper VladHQ Releases
Debut Single "Love Me But You Don't"
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE // The path to the top is never a straight line that's what
every artist has to experience while trying to reach stardom. One day it seems like
success is only a breath away and the next day you think your efforts have been for
nothing.
Luckily Ukraine rapper VladHQ (born Vlad Bondarenko), now residing in St. Louis, tries
hard to ride the wave to success straight from the beginning of his career and always
shows his fans and Hip-Hop fanatics that he is serious about his Rap game.
On his debut single "Love Me But You Don't", VladHQ shows that he is made for bigger
things. Never satisfied with the current stage of his career, the aspiring newcomer is
reaching for more in the Hip-Hop game and the path is cleared. His relentless work ethic
and passion for the genre he has submerged himself in makes him special.
WATCH NOW: "Love Me But You Don't" by VladHQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UYls5xdZ-xY
In today's overcrowded Rap game where new artists seem to focus more on the haircut,
neo-colored clothes and ringtone sales than mic skills, VladHQ simply brings back what
the Rap game has been missing.
"Love Me But You Don't" shows his skills mixed with a catchy sound based on what's
hot without conforming to unenthusiastic Hip-Hop trends. In his music you will find that
you are envisioning a story so real and full of life, revisiting a feeling you have felt, and a
sound you will want to replay over and over again.
With the confidence, determination, and talent that he brings to the table, there is no
doubt that we'll all be staying tuned!
To learn more about VladHQ, visit www.mostdoubtedrecordsmdr.com
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